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ABSTRACT 
Through cutting, folding and tensioning, a flat sheet can become a sculptural surface for catching light 
and creating shadows, with curved folds creating unexpected visual results. Sculptural surfaces can be 
designed to interact with light sources using generative modeling and analytic software techniques. 
They can be used for electrical fixtures and daylight shading screens, in either static or dynamic 
applications.  This paper explains a process of moving from manual manipulations to parametric design 
and digital cutting, and how this can be scaled up to architectural applications with solar simulation. 
This versatile manual plus digital design process is clarified a framework for understanding key design 
factors are illustrated using examples generated with the Rhino Grasshopper platform. 
 

INTRODUCTION: Why this approach? 
The proliferation of digital tools creates the ability to generate a profusion of light modulating forms.  
Among the many ways techniques, an efficient and effective approach for generating beautiful light 
and shadow effects comes from cutting and manipulating flat sheets. While forms can be modeled in 
3D and printed, sculpting flat sheets can inject serendipity into the process, as curved folds can 
generate unexpected formal results.  Once a desired fold motif is discovered, its edge geometry can be 
unrolled back to a 2D folding pattern of lines and curves, then digitally transformed using classic tiling 
patterns or parametric scripting.  This generates a flat cutting and scoring pattern that may be used 
with a variety of materials.  This paper documents an approach for generating compelling luminaires 
and shading devices from sheet material using material craft and digital fabrication.  It will describe 
how material studies with light and shadow can be applied to the design of objects as well as 
environmental installations. 

   
Figure 1. Shadow studies show the appeal of sharpness against softness, dynamic liquids and emergent geometry. 

This work evolved out of teaching “The Beauty of Shadows” workshops in which students captured 
photos of light and shadows that they created in a darkened room and found in scavenger hunts 
outdoors. The efforts revealed that our eyes are drawn to the mystery of ambiguity, sharpness against 
softness, and changing conditions, whether caused by the movement of the viewer, the light source or 
a filter. Inspired by colleagues and visiting experts, I incorporated lighting exercises in many of my 
courses, from digitally rendering storefront displays to daylighting models of architectural designs. This 
has evolved to teaching parametric design and solar analysis for luminaire and sun-shade design, 
informed by my interest in sculpting paper. 
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PHYSICAL FOLDING 
Cutting and folding paper can be a stimulating way to begin designing lighting and shading devices.  
Piercing and slitting creates apertures, while bending and rolling the material generates surfaces to 
reflect and diffuse light. Manipulating materials allows a designer to sense how a material’s stiffness 
and strength works with a fold pattern and reveals how reflectance, translucence and color interact with 
light.  There is a profusion of online origami and kirigami (cut and fold) resourcesi, a few key principles 
are summarized here. 

The profile of a fold gives the surface form and structure, while a cut edge is an aesthetic choice that 
typically does not affect the form of the sheet.  Most forms that are created with V-shapes have a 
corresponding set of curved forms. Since non-elastic materials only curve or bend in a single direction at 
any one location, sheets naturally roll into cones or cylinders rather than dome shapes.  Crossing folds 
typically require one or more inverted fold or tuck, the most common being Y-folds or the X-shaped 
waterbomb fold. 

    
Figure 2.  Convex folds force the paper into a cylinder (far left) while alternating convex-concave patterns can be 
adapted to flat or curving surfaces.  

Forms that incorporate curved surfaces in more than one direction (such as curved folds, domes and 
saddles) have a wide variety of appearance under different lighting.  Dome shapes can be created with 
adjacent radial curves (darts, tucks or overlapping material at the perimeter).  Conversely saddle shapes 
can be created through methods to reduce the interior radius compared to the exterior (as in a ruffle).  
This can be done by alternating concentric convex and concave folds, or through removal of central 
material.   

A single cut and fold pattern can take many folded configurations. The 3D geometry of individual motifs 
can be transformed through combinations that introduce compressive or tensile forces and sculpt 
larger-scale convex concave configurations.  While forms can be combined flexibly in many ways, the 
most adaptable patterns have an underlying linear or space-filling basis.  That is, linear patterns that 
have an alternating concave / convex such as the accordion pleat or the Miuri-Ori fold, can be easily 
adapted with different proportions and fold angles to fit many situations.  In a similar way, space-filling 
patterns that create an overall flat plane such as a concave-convex checkerboard or honeycomb are 
more easily applied to architecture than radial patterns or those that create a continuous curvature. 

Some basic cut and fold motifs are especially effective for lighting fixtures as they allow sculpting of 
negative forms for light.  For example, the small perforations as seen in traditional Mexican tin lantern 
can be laser or die-cut, providing a glow while shielding from direct glare.  Tabs, flaps and pockets 
provide a surface for bouncing the light.  Strips can be bent, twisted, woven and pulled into different 
planes, creating enticing negative shapes for light.  
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Figure 3. A cut Miura-Ori pattern creates light triangles, flaps on accordion pleats and curves bounce light. 

Physical experiments with light sources can reveal visual effects created by the interaction of specific 
material characteristics and suggest new configurations.  Elements can be layered to baffle light and 
generate more monumental effects.  They can be particularly attractive with translucent layers creating 
and catching shadows, and with bright colored surfaces providing reflective color. With layered small 
openings, diffraction patterns and moire effects can emerge, depending on the size of material 
apertures and the relationship of the viewer. The directional quality of corrugated materials and the 
optical qualities of polished vs. matte glass and acrylic present special opportunities.  

  
Figure 4. Student luminaire designs show how small apertures, folded surfaces and aggregated elements can be 
composed to interact with light sources. 

EXPLORING FOLDING VARIATIONS 
The relationship between cut and fold edges can be defined geometrically with parametric software to 
generate related forms.  Working in 2D makes defining geometric relationships for flat pattern 
generation direct.  Automated paneling tools simplify tiling of pattern motifs onto sculpted surfaces, 
unfolding routines can flatten out 3D geometry.   

As describing folding geometry in 3D requires understanding of complex rotational relationships, it is 
more efficient to simulate folding with a physics modeler such as the Rhino Grasshopper plug-ins 
Kangaroo Physics or Karamba. Kangaroo’s Origami component can reveal folding patterns, given 
boundary edges, mountain folds and valley folds as individual 
straight segments that are components of a continuous mesh (i.e. 
from the Weaverbird Mesh from Curves).  It assumes a 
continuous rigid sheet, with no cut openings.ii  Origami folding 
patterns for complex forms can be automatically generated using 
tools as Origamizer created by Tomohiro Tachi and Erik 
Demaineiii.   

Figure 5. Creating a matrix of possible variants illuminates design 
possibilities. image by Marziah Rajabzadeh.  
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STRUCTURE 
Small-scale paper experiments can successfully be translated into digitally designed and cut luminaires 
of plastics, wood veneer, metal and other sheet materials. For assembling luminaires, shade elements 
can be connected to a lamp source with a hub and spoke spider (purchased, lasercut or 3d printed).   

   
Figure 6. Variable waves are scaled up from cardboard to plastic components. 

Scaling up to room or stage installations requires subdividing the surface into components, connections 
and structure.  Structural loads can come from self-weight and anchoring conditions.  As the form of a 
folded piece depends on the stiffness and strength of the surface to resist buckling, the material 
thickness, stiffness and strength and/or the fold pattern density typically needs to be adjusted.  For 
example, a luminous stage backdrop model at 18” x 32” could be self-supporting with .015” thick 
cardstock, and required a different approach for architectural scale.  Rather than using an armature for 
the 7’ wide by 15’6 high forms, folded shells were created from 4’ x 8’ x 1/16” High Density Polyethylene 
sheets, with zip-tied sheet connections.   

   
Figure 7. Large pieces need to be subdivided, assembled, supported and tensioned, then lit in-situ. 

In addition to an armature or suspension for vertical support, folding surfaces may require cables or 
rigid edges to hold the fold configuration.  For the tall waves, horizontal tension cables pulled the folds 
into configuration, fighting the vertical gravity load. A convenient method for tensioning sheet material 
is integrating self-securing hooks, slots and tabs, which can become design features.  
 

       
Figure 8.  Self-clasps pull sheet into concave-convex relief, creating saddles and helixes.  (right by Vincent Lai) 

SOLAR SIMULATION FOR SITE-SPECIFIC SHADING 
Using these surfaces for sun shading screens can create dramatic patterned shadows that engage the 
sun’s movement in aesthetic expression. Parametric design facilitates creating a family of related 
forms so that surfaces suffering from too much heat gain can be treated with heavier shading and 
ventilation and and those without heat problems can have related non-shading forms. Several Rhino 
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Grasshopper plug-ins can be used for solar studies.  The Heliotrope plug-in provides accurate solar 
vectors and cast shadow polygons with a short learning curve and can do three of the four.  For more 
functionality, the Ladybug plug-in visualizes weather data and gives robust descriptions of when and 
where shading is needed. For example, it allows queries when the temperature is above a certain 
threshold and can aggregate information about solar radiation over a summer or other periods of time. 
Sunlight transmitted through shading device to a surface can be measured so that the fixed or kinetic 
shading devices can be tuned for particular situations using the DIVA and Honeybee plug-ins that are 
portals to Radiance, providing interior daylighting measures such raytracing, daylighting usability and 
glare.  In cases where the critical factors can be mathematically defined, the Galapagos plug-in will 
run through all the variants and find the best solutions using genetic algorithms. 
 
Solar responsive façade modules can be created through these three methods: 

  
Figure 9. Kinetic shapes change from closed to open with the solar vector’s altitude angle driving aperture size 
through translation, scaling and rotation. 

 
Figure 10. To create varying openings, the angle between the solar vector and the surface normal can drive the 
aperture size, closing openings where there is direct heat 

  
Figure 11. Shape orientation can follow the solar vector to capture sun’s power and block direct sunlight.   

 
Figure 12. Related static modules can be deployed with closed forms are located where summer or annual solar 
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radiation is hottest, and open form are located in cooler zones.  The solar radiation level of each gridcell drives the 
selection of the appropriate shading or open module. 

These digital methods are well-complemented by physical daylighting models used with heliodons or 
artificial skies, as they can provide tactile engagement along with accurate measurements. 

  
Figure 13. Heliodon shows changing shadow pattern (left), artificial sky facilitates measurement (right) 

FRAMEWORK FOR DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES 
Within a complex range of possibilities, designers focus on one thing at a time and move between them, 
carrying knowledge learned from one effort into the next.  Designing light modulating devices with sheet 
material requires moving between the related considerations of Geometry, Lighting, Materials, 
Structure and optionally Movement.  By starting with the folding motif found by physical paper crafting 
and light experiments, visual phenomena from material properties may be discovered.  Working 
repeatedly with the same basic forms and materials gives familiarity with ways to create synergistic 
combinations and create convenient and aesthetic connections.  Simple forms such as linear strips or 
cups of light are the most adaptable to many circumstances. Applying these forms to installations 
requires adaptation to fit specific performance requirements, stretching the knowledge base.   

 

Figure 14. Moving between considerations enriches the design process. 

AREAS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT  
To better understand the cooling effect of shading structures, the author has been collaborating on test 
about how textured surfaces can increase airflow.  Initial wind tunnel and computational fluid dynamic 
simulations show that small apertures, specific shallow patterns create a turbulent layer that reduces 
drag. 

Parametric modeling allows creation of a wide variety of complex forms, and facilitates generation and 
labeling of parts, which requires careful labor for assembly.  Additive manufacturing can 3Dprint whole 
objects or create sheets with reduced thicknesses at fold lines to act as live hinges and voids in lieu of 
cuts. iv  Advances in automated origami pattern generation and folding mechanisms can vastly simplify 
the fabrication of luminaires. Tachi and Demaine have demonstrated that crease patterns may be 
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created for any 3D form. To reduce the meticulous labor involved with folding, Greg Epps’s Robofoldv 
methods shows how multiple robots can use magnets to fold metal along curved lines. Several methods 
have been demonstrated for straight folds.  Originally, kinetic folding surfaces required expensive 
shape memory alloys such as nitinol or bi-metallic composites, but recently advances have printed 
composite sheets with joints that actuate with watervi, airvii, heat or prestretched elastic membersviii.  
While these proof-of-concept demonstrations have typically been small tabletop objects, they show 
how materials can be engineered to have properties for their final application. Because creating 3D 
objects from folding sheet materials has an inherent efficiency, its utility as a design approach will 
persist. 

 

 

i Relevant weblinks can be found at http://tinyurl.com/foldlinks . Greg Epps of RoboFold’s website 
http://www.curvedfolding.com also has strong resources. Paul Jackson’s Folding Techniques for Designers: From 
Sheet to Form, Laurence King Publishing 2012 provides an excellent primer.   
ii http://www.grasshopper3d.com/group/kangaroo/forum/topics/new-origami-example 
iii http://origami.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~tachi/ and http://erikdemaine.org/papers/ 
iv Prof. Negar Kalantar of Texas A&M presentation, NSF Workshop on Additive Manufacturing, July 10-11, 2017. 
v http://www.robofold.com 
vi Skylar Tibbets’ Self-Assembly Lab’s Programmable Materials 
http://www.selfassemblylab.net/ProgrammableMaterials.php 
viiHiroshi Ishii’s Tangible Media Group Aeromorph project  https://tangible.media.mit.edu/project/aeromorph/ 
viiiIST Austria’s Curve-up Technology, ACM Transactions on Graphics 36(4) (SIGGRAPH 2017) 
http://visualcomputing.ist.ac.at/publications/2017/CurveUp/ 
  

                                                           


